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Abstract - Point clouds are a representation model obtained 

from the sampling of the plenoptic function through a set of points 

in a 3D coordinate system, with optional associated attributes, e.g. 

the colours, representing objects or surfaces. A challenging task 

consists in representing and coding the necessary visual 

information in an efficient way, to facilitate the storage, 

transmission and processing of such data. Considering the few 

dynamic point cloud coding solutions available in the literature, 

this paper proposes a novel solution to exploit both temporal and 

spatial correlations in a dynamic point cloud. The proposed 

solution estimates motion between the current and previous 

frames by using point descriptors, establishing correspondences 

between points in the two frames, modelling the motion with a 

geometric transform (homography) and then producing a motion 

compensated frame with some warping step. Then, the differences 

between the motion compensated and target frames are encoded 

and transmitted, as in the octree-based double buffering Point 

Cloud Library (PCL) codec [1]. The evaluation shows that the 

motion compensated frame has a better prediction than the 

previous frame, when there is high motion between two successive 

frames. However, the RD performance assessment shows that this 

improvement is not enough for the proposed solution to 

outperform in rate-distortion the original PCL codec, which uses 

the past coded frame.  

Keywords—Point cloud; plenoptic function; motion estimation; 

homography; dynamic point cloud compression. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

One well know approach to mathematically model the 

visual information in the real world is the so-called plenoptic 

function which represents the amount of light flowing in every 

direction through every point in space. However, the amount of 

data used for storage, transmission, and processing is massive, 

thus becoming impractical. A simplification of the plenoptic 

function, the point cloud, is a 3D representation model that uses 

sets of points in a 3D coordinate system with optional attributes 

to represent objects or surfaces. Dynamic point clouds represent 

moving objects, and may be used in a wide range of 

applications, such as bi-directional communication and 3D 

sports broadcasting. However, when dealing with dynamic 

point clouds containing millions of points, the data compression 

becomes a requirement that only recently has started being 

researched, with a big room for improvements. MPEG has 

acknowledged this issue with the recent Call for Proposals 

(CfP) [2] on the compression of point clouds. 

II. POINT CLOUDS: BASICS AND MAIN CODING SOLUTIONS 

A. Basic concepts 

A point cloud consists in a set of points in a 3D coordinate 

system, where each point has one or more attributes associated, 

for instance colour. They usually represent external surfaces of 

artificial or real objects. There are two types of point clouds: in 

the first one the data is acquired by sensors and the point cloud 

is consequently generated; in the second, both data and point 

cloud are computationally generated. The following concepts 

are associated with point clouds: 

• Depending if point clouds represent static or moving 

objects, they can be static or dynamic (a sequence of 

point clouds acquired in different instants of time). 

• Organised or structured point clouds can be stored into 

an organized structure such as a grid, where the data is 

split into rows and columns.  

• Point cloud compression can be lossless or lossy. In the 

first one, the decoded point cloud is mathematically 

equal to the original point cloud. In the lossy case, the 

decoded point cloud has some errors when compared to 

the initial point cloud.  

• Point clouds have attributes associated to each one of the 

points, with the most relevant attributes being the colour 

and normal vectors. The first one defines the colour of a 

point, and the second defines a perpendicular vector 

tangent to the surface surrounding that point. 

 

B. Point cloud objective quality metrics 

After being lossy encoded, the decoded point cloud data is 

prone to have some distortion, this means geometry and/or 

texture errors, and thus it is important to evaluate the quality of 

the decoded data, evaluating in this way the coding 

performance of the used point cloud codec. In this context, 

objective quality metrics are assessments involving some 

mathematical models. They can be classified as full reference, 

reduced reference and no reference depending on how much 

they exploit knowledge on the original content in the quality 

assessment process. MPEG has been identifying the best ways 

to evaluate point cloud codecs, notably a framework for 

objective evaluation and benchmarking of point cloud codecs 

can be found in [3]; moreover, evaluation criteria and datasets 

can also be found in [4] and [5]. 

The most used objective quality metrics, Cloud to Cloud 

(C2C), compares two point clouds, point by point. For each 

point in the original point cloud, a distance to the nearest point 
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in the degraded point cloud is computed to obtain an average 

(1). By reversing the two point clouds in (1), another rms is 

computed, and the maximum of this rms and the one computed 

in (1) is given by (2). Finally, the geometric psnr is given in (3): 

𝑑𝑟𝑚𝑠(𝑉𝑜𝑟, 𝑉𝑑𝑒𝑔) = √
1

𝐾
∑𝑣𝑙∈𝑉𝑜𝑟[𝑣𝑙 − 𝑣𝑛𝑛_𝑑𝑒𝑔]

2
                                          (1) 

𝑑𝑠𝑦𝑚_𝑟𝑚𝑠(𝑉𝑜𝑟, 𝑉𝑑𝑒𝑔) = max(𝑑𝑟𝑚𝑠(𝑉𝑜𝑟, 𝑉𝑑𝑒𝑔), 𝑑𝑟𝑚𝑠(𝑉𝑑𝑒𝑔, 𝑉𝑜𝑟))              (2) 

 

𝑝𝑠𝑛𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑜𝑚 = 10𝑙𝑜𝑔10(
‖𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑥,𝑦,𝑧(𝑉𝑑𝑒𝑔)‖2

2

(𝑑𝑠𝑦𝑚_𝑟𝑚𝑠(𝑉𝑜𝑟,𝑉𝑑𝑒𝑔))
2)                               (3)               

 

C. Real-time compression of point cloud streams 

In [1], a real-time point cloud compression scheme able to 

handle unorganized point clouds is proposed. This is a lossy 

coding solution as some quantization is performed while 

compressing the point cloud. The proposed solution is able to 

code both the geometry and the attributes, e.g. colours, of the 

point cloud and also exploits both the spatial and temporal 

redundancies in dynamic point clouds. The point clouds are 

represented as an octree data structure, which is a hierarchal 

structure in form of a tree, commonly used to divide a 3D space, 

as shown in Figure 1. To create the octree, each point of the 

point cloud is traversed, creating the branches of the tree and 

the corresponding nodes. In the point cloud traversal process, 

each voxel is decomposed in smaller voxels, the so-called 

octants; as the name indicates, there are always eight new 

octants for each decomposed voxel. As some octants do not 

contain any point, the corresponding octree node is unoccupied; 

as these octants are empty, they do not require further division 

and correspond to a ‘0’ in the octree representation, while 

occupied voxels are represented with a “1”. 

 
Figure 1 - 3D space division and corresponding octree with 

serialization. 

In Figure 2 is presented the encoding architecture which is 

detailed next: 

• Octree structure (creation): For each point cloud 

frame (time instant), an octree is created within a 

specific bounding box, fully containing the cloud points. 

The output is a byte stream, more specifically a 

serialization of the octree bytes as shown in Figure 1; 

this process changes, depending if the octree is static or 

dynamic.  

• Point detail encoding: When the leaf nodes of the 

octree contain more than one point of the point cloud, 

this module encodes the specific position of each point 

inside a voxel, thus, improving the point cloud 

resolution and also the number of points transmitted as 

otherwise all points in the leaf node would be 

represented by its central point (thus with a higher error). 

• Point component encoding: Similar to the point detail 

encoding module, this module encodes the attributes of 

each point in a leaf node, notably colour. This coding 

process involves computing the distance of each colour 

attribute to the average colour of all points inside that 

specific leaf node/voxel. Other attributes can also be 

coded, although this codec does not propose any specific 

method with that purpose.  

• Entropy encoding: This last module entropy encodes 

all the incoming symbol streams using some knowledge 

on the symbols statistics. For example, when Huffman 

coding is used, the most probable symbols are 

represented with a shorter coding word. A range encoder 

is used in this case for entropy encoding, where bytes 

and not bits are used in the coding process, which makes 

the process faster. Range coding is similar to arithmetic 

encoding, except that encoding is done with digits in any 

base, instead of with bits, and so it is faster when using 

larger bases (e.g. a byte) at small cost in compression 

efficiency.  
 

 

Figure 2 – Encoding Architecture. 

As for the Inter coding mode, which explores temporal 

redundancy, the several steps are detailed next: 

1. An octree with 16 nodes for each branch is created 

which simultaneously stores two point cloud frames. 

The first eight children of each branch constitute the so-

called buffer A, while the remaining 8 children nodes 

constitute buffer B. 

2. The nodes of each buffer store the points of a single 

point cloud frame and these buffers are alternatively 

filled with the successive input point cloud frames. This 

means that every time a new point cloud frame needs to 

be coded, the octree is traversed, as in the static case, to 

insert the points in each voxel, thus re-filling the 

respective buffer. 

3. When a voxel does not exist in the previously processed 

octree structure, a new child node is created. It may be 

necessary to expand the bounding box if points in a new 

frame are outside the previously defined bounding box. 

4. Every time a buffer is overwritten with a new point 

cloud frame, a direct comparison between the nodes of 

the two octrees in the double buffer is made, and a 

stream of bytes is generated to be entropy coded. Figure 

3 shows this comparison, or XOR operation, between a 

new point cloud frame that was just inserted in buffer B, 

with the last point cloud frame stored in buffer A. This 

comparison, produces a byte stream with the changes 

associated to the occupancy of the nodes. In the XOR 
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operation, ‘0’ corresponds to no changes and ‘1’ 

corresponds to changes in the occupancy of the nodes. 

5. Using this information, the decoder only needs to update 

the octree nodes where changes have occurred. When 

less motion exists between successive point cloud 

frames, the XOR operation will result in no changes 

detected between the octrees in the buffers and more 

zeros will be sent, thus reducing the entropy of the 

output stream and thus the bitrate to represent the point 

cloud after entropy coding. 

 

 
Figure 3 - XOR between two consecutive octrees associated to two 

point cloud frames. 

The implementation of this coding solution [1] is available 

in the open-source Point Cloud Library (PCL) [6] which is a 

rather popular library for the point cloud research community. 

PCL includes several types of tools to process point clouds, 

notably to deal with generic and unorganized point clouds, and 

includes filtering, segmentation, recognition and visualization 

tools among others. 

III. HOMOGRAHY BASED POINT CLOUD CODEC: 

ARCHITECTURE AND TOOLS 

A. Walkthrough of the HB-PCC 

The proposed solution, Homography Based point Cloud 

Codec, HB-PCC, has the following modules, and objectives: 

• Intra encoding: The first frame, as well as some 

periodic frames from the point cloud sequence, are 

encoded in the so-called Intra coding mode, i.e. 

exploiting only the spatial and statistical redundancies. 

Here, the Intra coding mode consists in decomposing the 

point cloud into an octree, where the occupancy of each 

node is described with one byte. After a consistent 

ordering of all bytes, the serialized octree is then entropy 

encoded and sent to the decoder. This Intra coding 

solution is the one proposed in [1] and available in PCL. 

• Point correspondence estimation: This module is the 

first step of the Inter coding mode and has the key 

objective to estimate the motion between the target point 

cloud to be coded, and a reference, or previous, point 

cloud already coded and decoded. The motion is 

estimated at single point level by matching a selected 

descriptor in the two point clouds. For each point in the 

target point cloud, a correspondence, equivalent to a 

motion vector, is estimated to describe its trajectory 

from a point in the previous point cloud, thus defining 

correspondences for all points in the target point cloud. 

A filter is used to remove some ‘poor’ correspondences, 

as explained further.     

• Point cloud clustering: The previous point cloud is 

segmented into subsets (or parts) with a fewer amount of 

points, known as clusters. Thus, each cluster shall contain 

a set of points which represent a part of the point cloud, as 

this is important to obtain good predictions using the 

homographies estimated in the next step.  

• Homography estimation: Since the correspondences 

(motion vectors) are costly to send directly from a rate 

point of view, for each cluster obtained above, a compact 

and more concise representation of the motion is 

computed using the correspondences. In this case, a 

geometric transformation, also called homography, is 

estimated for each cluster and its parameters are 

transmitted to the decoder.  

• Point cloud warping: In this module, each cluster of the 

previous point cloud frame is warped to obtain a new 

motion compensated point cloud frame, which should be 

as close as possible to the target, to be coded, frame. This 

is performed by applying to each cluster the geometric 

transformation with the parameters estimated in the 

previous step. 

• Serialization with XOR operation: This module uses the 

serialization with XOR scheme proposed in [1] to 

determine the residual after the point cloud warping. The 

residual between the target point cloud and the motion 

compensated point cloud represents the information that 

could not be predicted and is computed considering an 

octree dual buffer structure. This residual is serialized, 

coded and finally transmitted to the entropy encoder as in 

the PCL.  

• Entropy encoding: The incoming residual symbol 

streams and warping parameters are entropy encoded to 

exploit the symbol statistics. The output bitstream is then 

sent to the decoder. 

Next, the most important modules will be described. 

 

B. Point correspondence estimation 

This is the first module of the Inter coding mode of HB-

PCC, and its architecture can be found in Figure 4: 

 
Figure 4 - Point correspondence estimation module architecture. 
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Each step of the architecture will be now described: 

 

1) Point cloud subsampling 

In this initial submodule, a simple subsampling of the 

target and previous decoded point clouds is performed. The 

main advantage of performing this subsampling is the reduction 

of the complexity and computational time of the subsequent 

steps in the Point correspondence estimation module. However, 

there is a drawback: the geometry of the subsampled point 

cloud will not be exactly the same as the original or full point 

cloud; in fact, the more points are removed in the subsampling 

process, the more details are lost.  

To subsample a point cloud an octree is needed, requiring 

a certain voxel resolution and a point cloud as inputs. The octree 

divides the 3D space that contains the input point cloud into a 

regular grid of voxels with the given voxel resolution. Then, for 

each voxel, all the points from the input point cloud falling 

inside are approximated by a single point with the coordinates 

of the corresponding centroid, i.e. the average of the 

coordinates of all points in the voxel. When increasing the size 

of the voxels, more points will fall in each voxel, meaning that 

less points will be present in the subsampled point cloud. 

 

2) Point descriptor extraction 

To find correspondences between points, the FPFH 

descriptor available at PCL [7] is used, due to its good 

performance and relatively low computational time. This 

descriptor characterizes each point of the previous and target 

subsampled point clouds by capturing the geometrical 

proprieties of the corresponding points with a multi-

dimensional histogram of values, containing 33 bins. It will not 

be detailed here, as its description is not in the ambit of the 

current paper (see [7] for detailed description). 

 

3) Point descriptor matching 

Using the FPFH descriptor computed as mentioned in the 

previous step, the correspondence for each point in the target 

subsampled point cloud regarding the previous subsampled 

point cloud has to be determined. With this purpose, the 

descriptor of each point in the target subsampled point cloud 

and the descriptor of each point within a certain window, in the 

previous subsampled point cloud are compared, and a 

correspondence is obtained by choosing the most similar point 

according to a distance metric. Each step is detailed next: 

• Nearest neighbours search: For each point in the target 

subsampled point cloud, the nearest neighbours in the 

previous subsampled point cloud are obtained with a k-

d tree search. This step reduces the overall complexity 

because the correspondence search will be performed 

using a tree structure. Because the search is only 

performed in the neighbouring points, and not all points 

of the previous subsampled point cloud, it is guaranteed 

that there are no correspondences that are far away from 

the original point. This “window search” in the previous 

subsampled point cloud makes sense, because it is 

unlikely that a point travels a big distance between two 

consecutive frames. 

• Least squares distance computation and matching: 

The FPFH descriptor for each point in the target 

subsampled point cloud is then compared to the 

corresponding descriptors of the neighbouring points in 

the previous subsampled point cloud, using the least 

squares distance between the descriptors. The 

neighbouring point with the lowest Euclidean distance is 

taken as the correct correspondence, i.e. a 

correspondence is obtained between the target point 

cloud and the previous subsampled point cloud, for each 

point in the target subsampled point cloud. 

 

4) Correspondence filtering 

The correspondences previously obtained that create 

trajectories between the points of the previous and target 

subsampled point clouds are now filtered. Following the point 

descriptor matching process, it is possible that several points in 

the target subsampled point cloud corresponded to a same, 

single point in the previous subsampled point cloud, which is 

not good for homography estimation. Thus, at this stage, all the 

correspondences that have the same point in the previous 

subsampled point cloud and a different point in the target 

subsampled point cloud are inspected and only one 

correspondence, the one with lowest Euclidean distance is kept. 

This guarantees that each point in the previous subsampled 

point cloud does not have multiple correspondences to different 

points in the target subsampled point cloud. 

 

5) Full cloud correspondences computation 

After filtering the correspondences, the nearest neighbour 

of the points in the subsampled point clouds are searched in the 

corresponding previous and target full point clouds. This means 

that every selected match in the subsampled space is used to 

infer the corresponding match in the full cloud space. Thus, the 

homography estimation can be performed with full cloud 

precision points. Naturally, the number of correspondences in 

the full cloud match the number of correspondences detected in 

the subsampled clouds, i.e. not every point the full point cloud 

will have a correspondence. 

 

C. Point cloud clustering 

In the HB-PCC, the previous point cloud is divided in 

clusters, where each point cloud cluster should contain a set of 

neighbouring points following the same motion to obtain good 

predictions. Unfortunately, none of the PCL available 

clustering techniques can directly perform clustering based on 

correspondences and so the best technique, Supervoxels 

clustering technique [8], was selected. This clustering technique 

groups neighbouring points into clusters where each cluster, 

called supervoxel, has neighbouring points with similar 

normals and colours. 

The architecture of the proposed Point cloud clustering 

module is shown in Figure 5; it includes the selected 

Supervoxel clustering technique, divided in a few submodules, 

and a final clustering refinement tool. The adopted Supervoxels 

clustering technique is well suited for the HB-PCC as it can 

easily generate any number of clusters, that are evenly 
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distributed in the point cloud, and where each cluster contains 

a similar amount of neighbour points with similar normals 

between them. The last submodule, cluster refinement, is 

responsible for dealing with some points that disappear when 

using the Supervoxel clustering technique, i.e. some points are 

removed by this technique as they are considered noise. 

Therefore, the objective of this last submodule is to use the 

information about the clusters obtained in the Supervoxel 

clustering technique to form clusters without removing any 

points of the previous point cloud. 

 

 
Figure 5 - Point cloud clustering module architecture. 

This submodule uses as input the previous decoded point 

cloud that is available at both encoder and decoder and therefore 

avoids the transmission of any additional side information that 

would be necessary to define clusters in the target point cloud. 

The first three modules in the architecture presented in Figure 

5 are out of the scope of this paper, as they are described in the 

Supervoxel’s clustering technique. As for the last module, it 

works as follows: 

• Cluster refinement: In the Supervoxel clustering 

technique [8], the input point cloud is divided into 

clusters; however, some voxels are considered noise and 

therefore some points of the point cloud are removed. In 

this context, this submodule is responsible to refine the 

clusters in a way that every point, from the input point 

cloud is clustered. The process occurs as detailed next: 

o After using the Supervoxel clustering technique, the 

clusters, which all together have less points than the 

input point cloud, should be available.  

o For every point in the previous point cloud, a nearest 

neighbour is searched in all the clusters obtained 

with the Supervoxel clustering technique. The point 

in the previous point cloud is then merged to the 

cluster including its nearest neighbour. 

With the Cluster refinement module, the clusters obtained 

in the Supervoxel clustering technique stay the same, and the 

points that were removed in the process are included in the 

corresponding closest cluster. 

 

D. Homography estimation 

The homography was the geometry transformation that 

was chosen, as it handles complex motions such as zooms and 

perspective deformations, as well as more basic motions such 

as rotations and translations. The objective of this module is to 

compute the homography parameters of the point cloud 

warping process for each obtained cluster; in practice, an 

homography matrix is determined, which will be used to obtain 

the points of the estimated target point cloud given the points of 

its corresponding previous, decoded point cloud. Using a single 

homography matrix it is possible to represent the 

correspondences (motion vectors) for each cluster. The 

homography matrix is also a compact representation of the 

motion and requires much less information to describe the 

motion between consecutive clusters in the point cloud frames 

when compared to the motion vectors (for each point); since 

this data must be coded and transmitted to the decoder it is a 

rather important feature. The architecture of this module can be 

found in Figure 6. 

 

 
Figure 6 - Homography estimation module architecture. 

The architecture of this module, presented in Figure 6, is 

detailed in the following steps: 

• Best matches selection: The inputs of this module are the 

clusters defined for the previous decoded point cloud and 

their correspondences to the target point cloud, and the 

number of best matches. Following the process presented 

before, only some points in the clusters have a 

correspondence, and some of these correspondences 

might be more accurate than others. The idea of this step 

is to find the best matches, or correspondences, per cluster, 

and eliminate the remaining ones. To achieve this, the 

following steps are executed: 

o For each correspondence, a Euclidean distance (least 

squares) is computed between the two descriptors that 

were matched; In fact, this distance was already 

computed in the Point descriptor matching. This 

distance considers the differences between all the bins 

of the two descriptors associated to each point of the 

correspondence. 

o The correspondences are sorted based on the distance 

computed in the previous step, and the ones with 

lowest distance are simply chosen. The remaining 

correspondences are thus eliminated.  

o By using only the best correspondences for each 

cluster, the homography estimation can achieve better 

prediction results. Should the cluster have less 

correspondences than the parameter containing the 

number of best matches, all available correspondences 

in the same cluster are used. The reason why the best 

matches selection is applied within each cluster, 

instead of the whole previous point cloud, is that every 

cluster needs a minimal number of correspondences to 

estimate the homography parameters, which cannot be 

guaranteed if the best matches were decided at the 

whole point cloud level. 

• Homography matrix computation: In this second step, 

a homography transformation, or matrix, is computed for 

each cluster. An example of such matrix can be found in 

(4). The matrix in (4) can be decomposed in a rotation 

matrix, represented from r1 to r9 and a translation vector, 

represented from t1 to t3. The homography estimation 

algorithm available in the PCL uses a singular value 

decomposition (SVD), which is a widely-used method to 

find a rigid transformation between two sets of points, 

using known correspondences. This algorithm uses as 
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inputs the points in the previous point cloud, the points in 

the target point cloud, and the correspondences between 

the two sets of points and works at the cluster level. The 

output is a set of homography matrices, each one 

corresponding to a cluster of the previous point cloud.  

 

                                  𝑯 = |

𝒓𝟏 𝒓𝟐
𝒓𝟒 𝒓𝟓

𝒓𝟑 𝒕𝟏
𝒓𝟔 𝒕𝟐

𝒓𝟕 𝒓𝟖
𝟎 𝟎

𝒓𝟗 𝒕𝟑
𝟎 𝟏

|                       (4) 

 

As a final remark, only the homography parameters, r1…r9 

and t1…t3 are sent to the decoder uncompressed, since the last 

line is constant. The impact of not compressing these 

parameters is discussed in the next chapter. The remaining 

modules in the architecture of the HB-PCC were implemented 

by simply using operations available in the PCL and, therefore, 

do not need a detailed description. The walkthrough presented 

at the beginning should be enough to understand what is done 

and what is achieved in those modules. 

 

IV. PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT 

The HB-PCC is now assessed and compared with the most 

relevant point cloud coding solution available, the PCL codec. 

A first assessment is performed in terms of the temporal 

prediction error, then the RD performance of the HB-PCC 

solution and the PCL Intra and Inter codecs will be compared 

with the objective of assessing which one is the most efficient 

coding solution. However, the test conditions are introduced 

before, notably the test datasets, the benchmarks, the coding 

conditions and the metrics used to perform the assessment. 

 

A. Test material, conditions and benchmarks 

To assess the HB-PCC and the PCL codec, three datasets 

were selected out of five datasets used in the MPEG Call for 

Proposals; these datasets are available in [9]. Unfortunately, 

they are a rather restrictive content selection, as only one 

specific situation, the natural motion of the human being, is 

assessed. The three datasets selected for performance 

assessment in this paper are: 

• Redandblack: This dataset is a dynamic point cloud, in 

this case a voxelized point cloud, i.e. the points in the 

point cloud are constrained to a regular 3D grid, where 

each division corresponds to a voxel [10]. The spatial 

resolution of the point cloud is 1024×1024×1024 voxels, 

leading to an octree depth of 10 (2^10=1024). The 

largest point cloud dimension is the height, which is 

approximately 1.8 meters tall, so each voxel has an 

approximated size of 1.75 mm, (1.8m÷1024). This 

dataset corresponds to a woman with a red dress, and the 

motion in the sequence contains two rather different 

periods: first, the woman rotates the body and lifts up the 

dress, and then she moves up her arms. The dress and 

the hair have a wavy nature, which is likely to create 

unpredictable motion in those regions. 

• Soldier: This dynamic point cloud is very similar to the 

Redandblack dataset. This dataset has less motion than 

the Redandblack dataset and is characterized by a long 

period where the soldier talks on the radio with little 

motion, and a shorter period where the soldier rotates the 

body and points the gun, with medium motion.  

• Queen: Differently from the two previous datasets, 

which were captured from real humans, this dataset was 

computationally generated, and has some different 

characteristics in terms of motion behavior. This dataset 

contains a woman moving her arms, with an object on 

one hand. A main difference to the two previous datasets 

is in the motion, synthetically generated, with a first part 

where the woman moves her arms slowly and a second 

part with a constant horizontal rotation of her body and 

again a slow movement of her arms. 

 

The benchmarks chosen for comparison consisted in the 

most relevant coding solutions available in the literature, PCL 

Intra and PCL Inter. Resuming, the picked benchmarks were: 

• PCL Intra codec: This is the original PCL codec [1], 

developed for static point cloud compression, and also 

used as the Intra coding mode in HB-PCC, this means 

for the point cloud frames which are not coded 

exploiting the temporal correlation. Although it only 

exploits spatial redundancies, by obtaining the octree of 

a point cloud and entropy encoding its binary 

serialization, some spatial redundancy is exploited, thus 

achieving some relevant compression regarding the non-

compressed format. 

• PCL Inter codec: The PCL Inter codec [1] adds an Inter 

coding mode to exploit the temporal redundancy, which 

consists in detecting the changes in terms of voxel 

occupation of two consecutive octrees (with a XOR 

operation), and entropy encoding the XOR output 

stream. Typically, the first frame and some periodic 

frames are encoded with the Intra coding mode, this 

means using the PCL Intra codec. 

• HB-PCC: The solution proposed in Chapter 3, which is 

basically an upgrade of the PCL Inter codec, tries to 

better exploit the temporal redundancy by using a 

homographic transformation, thus leading to a motion 

compensated point cloud more similar to the target point 

cloud. Then, the same XOR operation as used for the 

PCL Inter codec is applied between the target and the 

motion compensated point clouds. Because the motion 

compensated point cloud is more similar to the target 

point cloud than the previous point cloud (used in PCL 

Inter), less changes should be detected between the two 

octrees, and thus a more efficient compression is 

expected. 

The coding conditions were the same for each codec 

evaluated and consisting in: 1) Coding only the geometry of the 

point cloud; 2) Using one GOP size, namely 8; 3) Using the 

voxel resolutions in Table 1 to obtain the RD curves. 
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Table 1- Voxel resolutions for the six selected RD points. 

  

Finally, the objective quality metrics used were the 

presented in the first part of the paper, II. B., namely (2) for the 

temporal prediction assessment and (3) for the RD performance 

assessment. 

 

B. Temporal prediction rmse assessment 

As the motion compensated point clouds replace the 

previous point clouds as the prediction in the Inter coding mode, 

and the next operation in both the PCL Inter and HB-PCC 

codecs is the XOR encoding, the motion compensated point 

cloud and also the previous point cloud are both compared to 

the target point cloud to assess the expected reduction of the 

prediction error. This assessment was made for all frames of the 

three selected datasets in order to obtain the best insight 

possible. The several tests made were organized into two main 

classes: 

1. rmse assessment with original point clouds: 
A. Without motion compensation: This case measured 

the rmse between the original target point cloud and the 

original previous point cloud and it is labelled as 

“Original without MC”. 
B. With motion compensation: This case measured the 

rmse between the target point cloud and the motion 

compensated point cloud (this means using the previous 

original point cloud and motion compensation), and it is 

labelled “Original with MC”.  

2. rmse assessment with coded point clouds: 

A. Low quality without motion compensation: The rmse 

is now measured using the (original) target point cloud 

and the previous point cloud after coded and decoded 

with low quality, i.e. with a big voxel resolution, namely 

𝑄1 shown in Table 3; this case is labelled as “Low 

quality without MC”. 

B. Low quality with motion compensation: For this case, 

the motion compensated point cloud is created using a 

decoded, low quality, previous point cloud with motion 

compensation; this case is labelled as “Low quality with 

MC”. 

C. High quality without motion compensation: This case 

is similar to case 2.A but now using a decoded, high 

quality, previous point cloud, with a small voxel 

resolution, namely 𝑄6 shown in Table 3; this case is 

labelled as “High quality without MC”. 

D. High quality with motion compensation: This case is 

similar to case 2.C but now using a prediction with 

motion compensation; this case is labelled as “High 

quality with MC”. 
 

Next are presented the temporal evolution of sequential 50 

frames of each dataset, to simplify. The sequence of frames was 

chosen to contain a lower motion zone followed with a higher 

motion zone, or spike.  

 

 

 

 

 

By analysing the information on the Figures 7 to 9, the 

following conclusions can be draw: 

• The three datasets have different motion behaviours, as 

shown by the rmse assessment, with the Redandblack 
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Figure 7 - Redandblack rms error temporal evolution for 50 frames. 

Figure 8 - Queen rms error temporal evolution for 50 frames. 

 

Figure 9 - Redandblack rms error temporal evolution for 50 frames. 
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scoring the most motion, followed by the Soldier and, 

finally, the Queen datasets. The amount of motion can 

be associated to the rmse values, with a higher rmse 

corresponding to more motion between two subsequent 

point cloud frames. By looking to the dark blue curves 

in the Figures, “Original without MC” data in the rmse 

assessments, one can observe that Redandblack contains 

irregular, but always high motion, while the remaining 

two datasets contain irregular motion, with some spikes 

corresponding to parts of the point clouds with more 

motion. 

• Comparing the “Original without MC” and “Original 

with MC” results, the dark blue and yellow curves in the 

Figures, three situations occur: 

o The motion compensated point cloud has a lower 

rmse than the previous point cloud, implying that a 

better prediction of the target point cloud was 

obtained. This happens for the parts of the datasets 

with medium, and high motion. 

o The motion compensated point cloud has similar 

rmse comparing to the previous point cloud, which 

means that both point clouds correspond to 

equivalent predictions of the target point cloud. 

While this situation is not desired, it may have a 

small impact as the motion compensated point cloud 

is similar to the previous point cloud as prediction; 

however, the rate overhead corresponding to the 

transmission of the computed homographies will 

probably make the prediction with motion 

compensation worse as the prediction just using the 

previous point cloud, which does not have this 

overhead. 

o The motion compensated point cloud has worse rmse 

than the previous point cloud, which means that the 

motion compensated point cloud is a poorer 

prediction than the previous point cloud; this is 

highly undesirable. This type of situation must be 

avoided. 

• Analysing the “Original without MC” and “High quality 

without MC” results, coloured in dark blue and orange 

in the Figures, two observations can be made: 

o The two curves, for every dataset, are very similar, 

due to the evident resemblance between the original 

previous point cloud and a high quality decoded 

previous point cloud. The rmse temporal evolution, 

i.e. ups and downs along time, is very similar 

between these two curves. 

o A curious effect is, however, observable in the rmse 

curves of Queen and Soldier. For the lower rmse 

zones, the distance between the two curves, 

“Original without MC” and “High quality without 

MC”, is larger than for the higher rmse zones. This 

happens because the lower rmse zones are more 

sensible to degradation introduced by the 

quantization than higher rmse zones like the rmse 

spikes. 

• The “Low quality without MC” and “Low quality with 

MC” results, coloured in gray and green, respectively, in 

the Figures, show the largest differences in terms of 

rmse. Two main observations that can be derived from 

the comparison of the “Low quality without MC” and 

“Low quality with MC” results: 

o Due to the large voxel size, the rmse increase is very 

significant comparing to the “Original without MC” 

and “Original with MC” cases. The visual impact on 

the decoded point cloud is evident: it contains about 

3% of the original points, and some geometry details 

are lost, e.g. sharp surfaces are smoothened.   

o The same effect that happened between the “Original 

without MC” and “High quality without MC” still 

persists and is more evident. The big rmse spikes that 

appeared in all datasets, and principally in Queen and 

Soldier, corresponding to higher motion zones, are 

much less affected by the degradation introduced by 

the quantization, because those zones had already a 

big error with respect to the original data, and thus, 

the degradation associated to the “low quality” 

coding has a lower impact. 

 

C. RD performance assessment 

Finally, in this section, the HB-PCC RD performance is 

assessed. The previous section has shown that an undesirable 

situation in terms of rmse may happen for several frames, this 

means having a motion compensated point cloud with worse 

rmse than the simple use of the previous point cloud. To avoid 

the negative impact of this situation, a rather simple prediction 

mode switch has been added to the proposed HB-PCC solution. 

This prediction mode switch is added after the point cloud 

motion compensation and simply decides whether to perform 

prediction with or without motion compensation, depending on 

which of these predictions has the lowest rmse. This would 

guarantee that the selected prediction mode is always the one 

with the smallest rmse. Naturally, this requires a signalling bit 

to be sent to the decoder, which informs if the prediction is 

made using the previous decoded point cloud with or without 

motion compensation. Thus, the RD performance assessment 

made in this section corresponds to the HB-PCC solution with 

prediction mode switch.  

As mentioned in the coding conditions two different 

distortion/quality metrics are adopted for the RD performance 

evaluation, i.e. the PNSR and rmse. Figures 10 to 12 show the 

RD performance assessment results for the three datasets.  
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By analysing all the results obtained, the following 

conclusions can be drawn: 

• Content dependence: As expected, for the three tested 

codecs, HB-PCC, PCL Inter and PCL Intra, the RD 

performance is extremely dependent of the content of 

the datasets, notably in terms of motion. While PCL 

Intra is the worst performing codec for Queen and 

Soldier, as expected, for Redandblack the situation is 

rather different as the best codec is PCL Intra. This 

behaviour may be explained by the high motion 

characterizing this dataset and by the not good enough 

motion compensation. When in the presence of high 

motion between two successive frames, many changes 

at octree level have to be coded and transmitted, in Inter 

coding mode, if the motion compensation does not 

perform well, eventually overcoming PCL Intra in terms 

of rate. 

• HB-PCC versus PCL Inter: The comparison between 

PCL Inter and the proposed HB-PCC solution, leads to 

the unexpectable conclusion that the proposed solution 

always “looses”, i.e. always uses more rate to reach the 

same quality, even if the bitrate increase may be small. 

This is unexpected, as the previous section has shown a 

rmse drop when using the motion compensated point 

cloud as prediction for some frames, and the prediction 

mode switch added to HB-PCC guarantees that the 

motion compensated prediction is used only when its 

rmse is lower. A possible justification for this behaviour 

may be related to the quality of the motion 

compensation, with the homography estimation 

deteriorating some zones of the point cloud with low/no 

motion, even if it compensates well some zones with a 

lot of motion. So, even if the average rmse is reduced, 

the fact that some zones with low/no motion were 

deteriorated may annul, and eventually reverse, the rate 

gain resulting from the good motion compensation for 

the zones with a lot of motion. Keep in mind that the 

decision of using motion compensation may only be 

done for the full frame (all clusters) or no cluster at all. 

Such justification demanded further investigation. 

Another important topic deserving further investigation 

is the XOR technique since, in this paper, the XOR 

technique available in PCL [1] was straightforwardly 

applied without a deeper study. 

• Geometry characteristics impact: For the three 

codecs, Soldier is the dataset with worst RD 

performance, while Queen has the best RD performance. 

As Soldier is the dataset with the largest average number 

of points in the decoded point cloud, it becomes more 

expensive to reach a target quality. On the other hand, 

Queen does not have the smallest average number of 

points in the decoded point cloud, but still achieves the 

lowest bitrate for a target quality, probably because, as 

it is computationally generated, its geometry is simpler, 

less noisy, and more fitted to an octree, thus reaching a 

higher compression, than e.g. Redandblack. 

Figure 10 – PSNR and rmse versus rate, for the Redandblack dataset. 
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Figure 11 - PSNR and rmse versus rate, for the Queen dataset. 
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Figure 12 - PSNR and rmse versus rate, for the Soldier dataset 
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V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

When the quality of the predicted frame is evaluated 

through the suitable rmse metric, the results were better in some 

cases, with an evident reduction of the average rmse (better 

quality) for the sequence with high motion – Redandblack. 

However, the average rmse of the remaining sequences, Queen 

and Soldier, that have lower amount of motion didn’t bring the 

expected results, since the rmse has slightly increased for the 

rmse assessments with original point clouds situation. 

Although, for these sequences, the parts that contain a higher 

degree of motion have a lower rmse, which allows to conclude 

that the framework designed to obtain a predicted (motion 

compensated) frame performs better for sequences of point 

clouds, or temporal parts of a sequence, with high motion. 

An unexpected result was observed when comparing the 

PCL Intra and PCL Inter codecs: for sequences of point clouds 

containing high motion the PCL Intra outperforms PCL Inter, 

which may difficult the exploration of the motion correlation 

between consecutive frames.  

Unfortunately, the proposed solution, HB-PCC, when 

compared to the PCL Inter codec does not obtain a better RD 

performance. Even when two modes were introduced to select 

between the previous and the motion compensated point cloud 

frames, with a rmse criteria, would not increase the RD 

performance between the proposed solution and PCL Inter 

codec. This lack of performance may result from the 

homography estimation technique which may not be accurate 

for static areas of the point cloud, i.e. areas with little or no 

motion. Thus, for frames, or areas, containing little/no motion, 

the previous point cloud is a better prediction compared to the 

motion compensated point cloud. However, when high motion 

occurs, a better prediction quality is achieved. For these cases, 

the RD performance of the proposed solution didn’t increase 

mainly because the dual-buffering XOR based approach 

requires to XOR the occupancy bytes of corresponding nodes 

and slight displacements between the motion compensated and 

target frames will create the need to transmit occupancy bytes 

for new nodes but also to delete nodes for which there is no 

prediction. In addition, the HB-PCC solution includes 

additional bitrate overhead, due to uncompressed homography 

parameters, that for lower bitrates, have a big impact.  

Finally, some proposed future work is described: 

• New point descriptors: Improving the FPFH descriptor 

or selecting a descriptor that is more representative of a 

surface around a point may bring improvements in the 

correspondence matching process. One possibility is to 

include other attributes such as colours like the PFH-RGB 

descriptor. Other possibility is to develop a descriptor 

more suitable to track motion for dense point clouds 

mitigating the problem of ambiguous descriptors in 

nearby points. 

• Removing redundant points: In the FPFH paper [7], the 

authors suggest a so-called persistence analysis with the 

objective of removing redundant points, and leaving only 

the most unique (or distinct) points of a point cloud. This 

technique should be combined with another technique 

(e.g. interpolation of the correspondences) since some 

areas of the point cloud, e.g. flat areas, would not have any 

point available to perform a correspondence between the 

two point clouds.    

• Improving spatial based clustering: The clusters 

obtained in the supervoxels PCL clustering technique are 

not the best approach to model motion, as they represent 

clusters that have points close to each other, with similar 

normals and with similar colours. A good improvement 

would be to obtain clusters of points close to each other 

but that contain similar motion vectors (correspondences). 

Since this solution requires good correspondences, it is 

first suggested to improve the quality of the 

correspondences, as described in the previous two points. 

• Coding the homography parameters: In the proposed 

solution the homography parameters were not compressed 

and thus a suitable compression scheme is necessary. For 

lower bitrates, i.e. the first two RD points, the overhead of 

these parameters is high and the coding of the homography 

parameters is especially important. Different techniques 

could be applied from quantization to differential coding 

of the parameters of one cluster to the other.   

• Selecting clusters from the previous point cloud: One 

of the identified problems was the low number of points 

and correspondences in some clusters in the previous point 

cloud. The clusters obtained vary a lot in size and number 

of correspondences, which lead to some bad warpings. 

One difficult way to solve this is to analyze each cluster 

individually, and assess the quality of the cluster 

belonging to the previous point cloud and the motion 

compensated cluster. Then the final prediction is formed 

using clusters of points belonging to the previous point 

cloud or the motion compensated based on some criteria 

of quality. The difficulty of this solution is that a cluster 

in the previous point cloud does not have a corresponding 

cluster in the target point cloud, to assess its quality. 
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